Dr Deborah Lee’s Introduction to Cataloguing and Classification Ethics - https://youtu.be/5dtEm68SYgQ

Jane Daniels and Diane Pennington on the Cataloguing Code of Ethics 2021 – Conception, Community and Continuation - https://youtu.be/Mv0WRyeFwxg
Link to the Cataloguing Code of Ethics 2021 - https://sites.google.com/view/cataloging-ethics/home

Nicole Brandon on Decolonization, Distance and Ethics: Cataloguing & Classification of North American Indigenous Knowledge in UK Libraries - https://youtu.be/d0vYUmEnkRQ

Alan Danskin on metadata, cataloguing and the British Library’s action plan for equity and inclusion – https://youtu.be/SD0aVq1FrbA
Rebecca Slatche on Cataloguing North American Indigenous languages at the British Library - https://youtu.be/YZbi0EAA3Jg

Carissa Chew on her Inclusive Terminology Glossary and the principles of ethical cataloguing - https://youtu.be/bb2hMcKz_aY
Link to the Cultural Heritage Terminology website - www.culturalheritageterminology.co.uk

Link to the Inclusive Terminology Glossary - https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1JlZG0zmzIzPauwqJ5JxxUajf5hYkD0ta

Link to the Histories of Colour website - https://historiesofcolour.com/

Link to the Cultural Heritage Terminology Network - https://culturalherit-pjg3186.slack.com/join/shared_invite/zt-p77f9ket-1kfK97y_syz0_lj0x9tBxw#/shared-invite/email

Curstaidh Reid and David Woodbridge on their Work in Progress: Towards Conscientious Bilingual Description on the Qatar Digital Library - https://youtu.be/dE2D_dhQTNY

Ananda Rutherford presents the findings from the TaNC Provisional Semantics project – addressing the challenges of representing multiple perspectives within an evolving digitised national collection - https://youtu.be/tjTyi_WViSl

Link to Provisional Semantics bibliography - https://www.zotero.org/groups/4873692/provisional_semantics_-_glam_cataloguing_resources_and_guidance

Provisional Semantics Tate project page - https://www.tate.org.uk/about-us/projects/provisional-semantics


Eyob Derillo on the history and challenges of cataloguing Ethiopian manuscripts - https://youtu.be/jE8inXCCEk